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Abstract: Past redistributions of the Earth’s mass resulting from the Earth’s viscoelastic response to
the cycle of deglaciation and glaciation reflect the process known as glacial isostatic adjustment (GIA).
GPS data are effective at constraining GIA velocities, provided that these data are accurate, have
adequate spatial coverage, and account for competing geophysical processes, including the elastic
loading of ice/snow ablation/accumulation. GPS solutions are significantly affected by common
mode errors (CMEs) and the choice of optimal noise model, and they are contaminated by other
geophysical signals due primarily to the Earth’s elastic response. Here, independent component
analysis is used to remove the CMEs, and the Akaike information criterion is used to determine the
optimal noise model for 79 GPS stations in Antarctica, primarily distributed across West Antarctica
and the Antarctic Peninsula. Next, a high-resolution surface mass variation model is used to correct
for elastic deformation. Finally, we use the improved GPS solution to assess the accuracy of seven
contemporary GIA forward models in Antarctica. The results show that the maximal GPS crustal
displacement velocity deviations reach 4.0 mm yr−1, and the mean variation is 0.4 mm yr−1 after
removing CMEs and implementing the noise analysis. All GIA model-predicted velocities are found
to systematically underestimate the GPS-observed velocities in the Amundsen Sea Embayment.
Additionally, the GPS vertical velocities on the North Antarctic Peninsula are larger than those on the
South Antarctic Peninsula, and most of the forward models underestimate the GIA impact on the
Antarctic Peninsula.

Keywords: GPS; Antarctica; common mode error; noise model; GIA

1. Introduction

Glacial isostatic adjustment (GIA) is a process by which the solid Earth viscoelastically
responds to the cycle of glaciation and deglaciation. GIA induces three-dimensional crustal
displacements and global changes in the geoid, thereby varying regional sea level patterns;
the corresponding increases and decreases in the ice load affect the gravitational field,
Earth’s rotation, and induce stress changes [1–4]. GIA-induced Earth surface velocities
can be computed using forward or assimilated global GIA models, the results of which
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are constrained by sea level (sediment) records, 1D or 3D Earth rheology models, and the
Earth’s gravity and rotation [5].

Large differences persist in the GIA predictions for Antarctica owing to the large uncer-
tainties in forward models, due primarily to our inadequate knowledge of the deglaciation
history/extent and the Earth’s rheology. At present, the 1D and 3D global GIA models and
(in particular) the regional Antarctic GIA model are not fully understood [6]. Nevertheless,
GIA can redistribute the mass of the within Earth’s interior, which changes the Earth’s
gravitational field. Therefore, to estimate changes in surface mass (for example, ice sheet
mass), GIA signals must be deduced from satellite gravity signals [7]. GIA is the largest
error source at present, hindering the use of Gravity Recovery And Climate Experiment
(GRACE/GRACE-FO) satellite gravimetry data to estimate the large-scale Antarctic ice
sheet mass balance [6,8]. As a result, geodetic data-driven regionally inverted models, e.g.,
GIA models generated by assimilating GRACE, Global Positioning System (GPS), and other
geodetic data or combining GRACE and satellite (laser) altimetry (ICESat) data, have been
used [9–12] to correct for the effects of GIA on GRACE data.

Long-term GPS sites on bedrock can record vertical land motions (VLMs), which have
been widely used to constrain GIA-induced uplift [13,14] and as a data-driven approach
to directly solve for the GIA effect [15]. Accurate GPS velocity solutions are usually
affected by two factors: common mode errors (CMEs) and the selection of the optimal
noise model (ONM). Therefore, when using the GPS velocity field to assess or extract GIA
signals, we must filter or remove CMEs and confirm that the correct ONM is being used
for data processing. CMEs are thought to be related to the spatiotemporal distributions of
unmodeled signals and errors, including environmental and geophysical loading effects
(atmospheric, nontidal, hydrological, etc.) and systematic errors [16]. The detrimental
effects of these errors can be effectively reduced after properly filtering the data.

Stacking was first introduced by [17] to minimize the CMEs of GPS time series in
southern California. However, we cannot quantitatively describe the physical mechanism
and effect of CMEs over an adequately dense spatial scale. The authors of [16] used prin-
cipal component analysis (PCA) to analyze 5-year GPS time series in southern California.
Subsequently, many researchers have applied PCA and modified PCA methods to remove
CMEs from GPS time series [18–21]. However, the PCA methods used to extract CMEs
are usually considered to retain colored noise [16,22]. In addition, the PCA technique is
based on second-order statistics and hence cannot take full advantage of higher-order
statistics. Therefore, PCA filtering results in probable data contamination when applied to
non-Gaussian-distributed GPS time series.

Relative to PCA, independent component analysis (ICA) can fully utilize higher-order
statistics to exploit the non-Gaussian distributions of GPS time series [23]. Ming et al. [24]
adopted ICA to investigate the time series from 259 GPS stations in China. Li et al. (2019)
compared the filtering results of Antarctica GPS residual time series derived from PCA
and ICA and found that ICA is better than PCA [25]. Considering the shortcomings of
stacking and PCA filtering, we apply ICA to better extract the CMEs from GPS time series
in Antarctica.

The noise model is another important factor that can affect the accuracy of GPS-
derived velocities [26]. Previous studies have shown that GPS time series contain not only
white noise (WN) but also colored noise, e.g., flicker noise (FN) and random walk noise
(RW) [27–29]. If the effects of colored noise are ignored, the uncertainty in the GPS velocity
could be overestimated by a factor of four or even one order of magnitude higher than the
signal amplitude [22]. Furthermore, for Antarctica, which spans a vast spatial area featuring
complex terrain, it is neither reasonable nor effective to model all GPS station time series
with one noise model. Consequently, in this paper, we adopted five noise models to confirm
the ONM for GPS time series in Antarctica: white noise plus power law noise (WN + PL),
white noise plus random walk noise (WN + RW), white noise plus flicker noise (WN + FN),
white noise plus flicker noise plus random walk noise (WN + FN + RW), and white noise
plus random walk noise plus generalized Gauss–Markov noise (WN + RW + GGM).
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In addition, the present-day ice sheet mass balance affects the instantaneous response
of the solid Earth in the long term, and the signal of this response can be captured in
GPS time series. The elastic response caused by the present-day ice mass loading may
be an order of magnitude larger than the potential GIA-induced viscoelastic signal, and
the viscoelastic signals from current changes in the ice mass loading can reach a few
centimeters per year [30,31]. It is thus highly important to correct for the effects of elastic
deformation due to ice and a variety of other geophysical sources when assessing the
accuracy or performance of GIA models in Antarctica. Martín-Español et al. (2016) used
elastic loading-corrected GPS vertical velocities in Antarctica over the period 2009–2014
to assess eight GIA models, including forward and inverse methods, and they found that
the GPS uplift rates over specific regions characterized by reduced mantle viscosities and
a relatively thin lithosphere were systematically underestimated [32]. Liu et al. (2018)
applied ICA and PCA to the time series from 53 GPS stations from 2010 to 2014 and used
the white noise plus power law (PL) noise model to estimate GPS velocities; after correcting
for the effects of elastic loading, they assessed the consistencies of four GIA models with
GPS-observed vertical velocities and discovered that their agreement generally improved
after spatiotemporal filtering [33]. However, Martín-Español et al. (2016) did not perform
filtering, and both Martín-Español et al. (2016) and Liu et al. (2018) considered only one
noise model; moreover, there is no uniform criterion to consider the effects of CMEs and
noise models. Therefore, a quantitative study of these effects on GPS velocity estimates
and GIA assessments is needed.

In this paper, we employed a dataset describing the surface elevation change (SEC) of
the Antarctic ice sheet covering a much longer data span than used in previous studies [34].
We first processed data from long-term and continuous GPS bedrock stations, mostly
located in West Antarctica (WA) and the Antarctic Peninsula (AP), for displacements or
velocities. Then, we analyzed the GPS solutions for the impacts of CMEs and tested five
noise models. After that, we assessed the accuracy and consistency of seven contemporary
GIA models for Antarctica: ICE-6G (VM5a) [13,14], ICE-5G (VM2_L90) [3,5], WANG [1],
W12a [34,35], Geruo13 [36], IJ05-R2 [2], and Paulson07 [37]. In particular, the Geruo13 model
of the spherical harmonic (SH) degree and order and Gaussian filtering radii: (a) truncated
to SH degree and order 100 and no Gaussian filtering; (b) truncated to SH degree and
order 60 and Gaussian filtering with a 200 km radius; and (c) truncated to SH degree and
order 40 and Gaussian filtering with a 500 km radius. The IJ05-R2 model consisted of
two various outputs based on different parameters of the Earth model: (a) a lithospheric
thickness of 65 km and lower mantle viscosity of 1.5 × 1021 Pa·s and (b) a lithospheric
thickness of 115 km and a lower mantle viscosity of 4 × 1021 Pa·s. In this paper, we used
the Geruo13 model complete to SH degree and order 100 and the IJ05-R2 model with a
lithospheric thickness of 65 km and a lower mantle viscosity of 1.5 × 1021 Pa·s. The GIA
models information is provided in Table S1.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the data processing
framework and methodology are briefly reviewed. The results of processing the GPS data
and assessing the GIA models are discussed in Section 3. In Section 4, we discuss the
assessment results for different regions. The conclusions of our findings are presented
in Section 5.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. GPS Data

The GPS time series were downloaded from the Nevada Geodetic Laboratory (NGL).
GPS time series were processed by the GIPSY OASIS II software at the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory (JPL), and the JPL’s final orbit products were used in the time series solution.
Precise point positioning to ionospheric-free carrier phase and pseudorange data were
used. The Global Mapping Function was applied to model tropospheric refractivity, with
tropospheric wet zenith delay and horizontal gradients estimated as stochastic randomwalk
parameters every 5 min [38]. Coefficients were used to compute ocean loading for the site
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motion model, for which the FES2004 tidal model was applied, and ocean loading was also
computed in the CM frame. Finally, ambiguity resolution was applied to double differences
of the estimated one-way bias parameters [39] using the wide lane and phase bias (WLPB)
method, which phase-connects individual stations to IGS stations in common view [40].
The station coordinates were converted to the IGS08 frame using daily 7-parameter transfor-
mations. Based on the distribution and integrity of the GPS time series, we selected 79 GPS
stations covering the time span from 8 February 2010 to 23 June 2017; the details of GPS
stations are presented in Table S1. The average proportion of missing data of our time series
was 25.54%. Figure 1 shows the locations of the 79 GPS stations in Antarctica. We used the
interquartile range (IQR) to remove points more than 3*IQR away from the median [41],
and then we subtracted the trends and annual and semiannual terms to form the residual
time series using Hector software [42] (the offset was estimated based on the information at
http://geodesy.unr.edu/NGLStationPages/steps.txt (accessed on 17 February 2022). For
the missing values, we used the regularized expectation-maximization (RegEM) [43] al-
gorithm to interpolate the data and obtain the complete time series. We next applied an
ICA regional filter to these complete time series and subsequently confirmed the ONM
for all GPS time series based on the Akaike information criterion (AIC). Finally, we used
the high-accuracy GPS velocity field to assess the performance of the 7 GIA models over
Antarctica. The entire technical flow of this work is depicted in Figure 2.

2.2. ICA Filtering

As indicated in previous studies [23,24], ICA is a blind-source signal separation
method, and we needed to maximize the non-Gaussian distribution of the output. When
ICA is applied to GPS time series, each row vector is the GPS coordinate series with the
trend and mean terms removed. In this paper, we used the FastICA algorithm [23,44] to
estimate the independent components (ICs). A detailed description of the ICA filtering
technique can be found in [25,33].
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First, we performed a parallel analysis (PA) to confirm how many ICs are statistically
significant [45]. To investigate the influence of colored noise, we compared the simulation
results with and without colored noise. The colored noise was generated by Fakenet [46].
Figure S1 shows the PA test results of ICs with and without colored noise data, from which
we can see that the first 7 eigenvalues are statistically significant and that colored noise
has little influence. To avoid missing some information, we adopted the first 8 ICs for ICA
filtering.

Figure 3 shows the spatial responses of IC1–IC8, from which we can conclude that
IC2 has a uniform spatial coherence. In addition, while IC4 and IC8 are neither completely
random nor completely identical, they exhibit obvious spatially uniform localized patterns
or strong spatial coherence across the network. In addition, IC7 exhibits spatially uniform
localized patterns in some areas, but the pattern is not entirely uniform, which we suppose
is because unmodeled signals, local effects, and other factors are not considered herein.
Based on these spatial responses, we used IC2, IC4, IC7, and IC8 to extract the CMEs.

Figure S2 shows the RegEM-interpolated coordinate time series (with the trends and
annual and semiannual terms removed) and the raw time series of station GMEZ before
and after implementing ICA filtering. The results clearly reveal that the scattering in the
filtered time series is effectively reduced by the ICA filter, as the mean root mean square
(RMS) decreases from 6.41 to 4.46 mm; the maximum reduction in the RMS value is 48.41%,
the minimum is 10.83%, and the mean reduction is 30.81%.

Figure 4 shows the RMS values of the residual time series before and after applying
the ICA filters, and the color bar reflects the RMS reduction percentage. Notably, the RMS
values have larger reductions on the South Antarctic Peninsula (SAP) and the Filchner–
Ronne Ice Shelf (FRIS); furthermore, the reductions in the RMS values near the coast are
smaller than those in the Antarctic interior.
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2.3. AIC and Noise Analysis

One of the most important factors in guaranteeing the accuracy GPS coordinate time
series is the noise model. Unfortunately, the ONM varies considerably because of local
effects among the stations in a network. Therefore, it is not possible to reasonably and
effectively model all GPS station time series with only one noise model. In this study, we
used the AIC [47] to confirm the quality of the selected noise models. The definition of the
log-likelihood L is as follows:

ln(L) = −1
2
[Nln (2π) + lndet(C) + rTC−1r

]
(1)
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where N is the actual number of GPS observations (not including gaps), and r is the residual
vector of the time series. The covariance matrix C is decomposed as follows:

C= σ2C (2)

where C is the sum of various noise models, and σ is the standard deviation of the driving
WN process, where σ is estimated from the residuals:

σ =

√
rTC−1r

N
(3)

Then, the AIC can be defined as follows:

AIC = 2k + 2ln(L) (4)

Because detcA = cNdetA, the following formulation is implemented for the log-likelihood:

ln(L) = −1
2
[
Nln(2π) + lndet

(
C
)
+ 2Nln(σ) + N

]
(5)

where k is the sum of the parameters in the design matrix and the noise models. The
minimum AIC corresponds to the better model.

To determine the ONM for Antarctica, we evaluated 5 noise models supplied by Hec-
tor [42], namely, WN + PL, WN + RW, WN + FN, WN + FN + RW, and WN + RW + GGM,
to analyze the 79 GPS station time series based on the AIC. The noise analysis results for
the corresponding velocities listed in Table S1 show that the WN + FN ONM accounts for
22% (18 GPS stations), whereas the WN + RW + GGM model accounts for only 5.1% (4 GPS
stations), while the WN + PL model accounts for 72.2% (57 GPS stations). Furthermore,
we calculated the PL spectral index and discovered that most of the PL spectral index
approximates the FN, which indicates that PL is essentially similar to FN in Antarctica.

3. Results
3.1. GPS Velocity Field

After implementing the AIC noise analysis and ICA filters, we obtained a high-
precision GPS velocity field. Next, we compared the differences between this velocity field
and the raw estimated GPS velocities. The maximum difference reaches up to 1.2 mm yr−1

(WWAY), while the mean difference is 0.2 mm yr−1, and the velocity differences at 21% (17)
of the stations are greater than ±0.4 mm yr−1. We excluded nine stations with inappropriate
percentage statistics (that is, whose processed GPS velocities are far greater than the raw
velocities or whose velocity directions change after applying the AIC and performing ICA):
FIE0, BUMS, MAW1, PECE, OHI2, STEW, VESL, MCM4, and HOOZ. Then, we calculated
the percentage of velocities that vary relative to the raw GPS velocities at each station.
The maximum proportion of processed velocities is 80.22% (ABBZ, at which the velocity
is very small), and the mean variation is 11.39%. We found that the maximum velocity
variation is up to 0.9 mm yr−1, and the mean variation is 0.6 mm yr−1 at the remaining nine
stations. Considering the magnitudes of the elastic and GIA loading signals, we cannot
ignore these effects.

Figure 5 shows the GPS velocity field after applying the noise analysis and the AIC
filter to Antarctica. The overall trend is upward, with station INMN exhibiting a maximum
uplift velocity of 32.6 mm yr−1, and the mean velocity among all Antarctic GPS stations
is 3.3 mm yr−1 (TOMO was removed because of some abnormal variations) [32]. Due to
the reduced upper mantle viscosity and mass loss caused by the collapse of the Larsen-B
Ice Shelf [31], the North Antarctic Peninsula (NAP) mean uplift velocities (5.8 mm yr−1)
are larger than those of the SAP (3.7 mm yr−1). In addition, the FRIS mean uplift velocities
(4.7 mm yr−1) are larger than those of the Ross Ice Shelf (ROSS, 0.74 mm yr−1). The
Amundsen Sea Embayment (ASE) has a mean uplift velocity of up to 13.0 mm yr−1, which
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is the maximum amount of ice mass loss [48,49]. The most stable region is the coast of East
Antarctica (EA), where the mean uplift velocity is only 0.1 mm yr−1.
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The GPS data time span also has an important effect on the estimated velocities. For
example, the velocity at station CAPF (8, Figure 1) has an estimated vertical velocity of
15 ± 8.4 mm yr−1 based on approximately two years of GPS data. This is larger than
our estimated value of 4.1 ± 0.3 mm yr−1 [13]. In addition, at ROB4 located on the west
coast of the ROSS, we estimated the vertical velocity to be 1.1 ± 0.2 mm yr−1, which is
similar to the estimate of 2.2 ± 3.2 mm yr−1 in [13] based on approximately six years of
GPS data but is dramatically different from that of 7.5 ± 2.6 mm yr−1 in [30] based on 558
days of GPS data. These differences show that the GPS data time span plays an important
role in the estimation of velocities and that longer time spans correspond to more reliable
velocity estimates.

3.2. Ice Mass Elastic Loading

In Antarctica, the GPS uplift velocities are dominated by elastic deformation due to the
ongoing ice mass loading and GIA. In this study, we use a 10 × 10 km grid of the monthly
SECs of the Antarctic ice sheet from multiple satellite altimetry missions (Seasat, Geosat,
ERS-1, ERS-2, Envisat, ICESat and CryoSat-2) provided by [50]. Following [51], SECs can be
converted into mass change rates by multiplying the results by a density model of ice/snow
lost or gained. Here, we calculated the density using the method proposed by [11]. We
used Green’s functions to calculate the elastic vertical displacements caused by ice mass
loading (reference epoch: 2010.09) using the Preliminary Reference Earth Model (PREM) in
Antarctica [52]. The results show that the ASE and AP regions have larger elastic loading
velocities and mean magnitudes of 13.46 and 5.52 mm yr−1, respectively, whereas the FRIS
and ROSS regions have smaller elastic velocities, and most of the GPS signals in EA feature
a negative elastic response. In some areas, the estimated GIA uplift rates are significantly
contaminated by neglecting the elastic responses of various geophysical phenomena.

3.3. GIA Assessment

To explore the application of GIA models in different regions, we divided Antarctica
into six subregions [32,53]. The station information is indexed in Table S1. Figure 6 shows
the predicted uplift velocities using the seven GIA models. The maximum, minimum,
mean, and RMS values of the uplift velocities are listed in Table 1. These GIA models
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predict uplift maxima over the FRIS and ROSS regions and the AP. The SAP, ASE, ROSS,
and FRIS have larger uplift velocities, which may be attributable to these regions losing the
most ice mass since last glacial maximum and to the rapid response of the solid Earth [32].
The vertical velocities predicted over WA are larger than those in the basins in EA, while
the vertical velocities have smaller values along coastal EA, and the subsidence areas in the
interior vary across the different solutions, which may be because of the reduced upper
mantle viscosity and higher velocities in EA [54,55]. Because of the lack of data chronicling
the history of ice gain/loss in these GIA models, the solutions vary slightly in EA [32].
Nevertheless, the spatial variability among all the GIA models is larger than the GIA signal
itself in many cases, especially in the interior of EA where the mean GIA velocities are
small. We ultimately found that the western margin of the ROSS, the ASE, the FRIS, and
the AP have maximum variability.
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Table 1. The maximum, minimum, and mean values and standard deviations of the 7 glacial isostatic
adjustment (GIA) model uplift velocities (>60◦S).

GIA Max (mm yr−1) Min (mm yr−1) Mean (mm yr−1) Std (mm yr−1)

ICE-6G 13.50 −2.20 0.71 1.15
ICE-5G 13.90 −2.80 1.58 1.10
WANG 15.27 −2.13 2.60 1.15
W12a 10.33 −6.11 0.58 0.97

Geruo13 15.00 −2.70 1.34 1.19
IJ05-R2 5.24 −0.88 0.22 0.45
Paulson 12.46 −1.98 1.50 1.07
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Generally, these Antarctic GIA models still have great uncertainties due to a lack of
adequately accurate data as constraints. Following [32], we used the weighted mean (WM),
weighted root mean square (WRMS) and median to evaluate the consistency between the
GPS vertical velocities and GIA model velocities. The WM and WRMS are defined by
Formulas (6) and (7):

WM =
∑79

i=1(pi − Oi)w .
i

∑79
i=1 w .

i

(6)

WRMS =

√√√√∑79
i=1(Pi − Oi)

2w .
i

∑79
i=1 w .

i

(7)

where Pi and Oi are the GIA-modeled and GPS-observed velocities, respectively, and Wi is
the weight factor obtained by the GPS measurement errors at each station:

wi =
1

ci(σi
GPS)

2 i = 1, · · · 79 (8)

where σi represents the error at the GPS station, and ci is calculated as follows:

Ci = ∑79
j=1 exp

(−dij

I

)
(9)

where x is the distance matrix and dij is the (ith, jth) value of x relative to the 79 GPS
locations. To deweight the sites near other sites, we used the scale parameter I. Similar
to [32], we assumed I = 250 km. We first removed the elastic deformation from the GPS
time series (it is assumed that the elastic model is accurate), and then applied the ICA
method for the elastic-corrected residual time series to remove CME. Finally, we used AIC
to determine the noise model. The results are listed in Tables 2 and 3.

Table 2. The weighted mean (WM) residuals for the North Antarctic Peninsula (NAP), South Antarctic
Peninsula (SAP), Amundsen Sea Embayment (ASE), Margins of the Ross Ice Shelf (ROSS) and Filcher–
Ronne Ice Shelf (FRIS), and East Antarctica (EA) (a is the raw GPS with elastic correction corrected,
b is conducted by ICA with elastic correction corrected, c is conducted by ICA and AIC with elastic
correction corrected).

Regions/GIA ICE6G ICE5G WANG W12a Geruo13 IJ05R2 Paulson

a 0.83 −0.99 2.30 0.86 −0.94 −1.03 0.88
Antarctica b 0.78 −1.04 2.25 0.86 −0.99 −1.08 0.93

c −0.48 −0.69 2.10 −0.45 −0.75 −0.84 0.63

a 1.24 1.46 2.26 2.81 1.43 −0.74 1.24
ROSS b 1.18 1.40 2.21 2.87 1.37 −0.80 1.18

c 0.98 1.20 2.00 2.60 1.17 −1.00 0.98

a −4.58 −7.96 −1.32 −5.31 −7.68 −7.04 −5.39
NAP b −4.94 −8.31 −1.67 −5.37 −8.03 −7.39 −5.75

c −0.78 −4.15 2.49 −3.51 −6.87 −3.23 −1.59

a 2.50 −1.73 4.24 −2.53 −1.65 0.33 1.83
SAP b 2.30 −1.92 4.05 −2.72 −1.85 0.13 1.64

c 1.62 −2.60 3.37 −3.40 −2.53 −0.55 0.96

a −0.99 −6.69 −5.13 −2.56 −6.61 −5.98 −6.56
ASE b −0.70 −6.10 −4.54 −1.97 −6.02 −5.39 −5.97

c −0.40 −5.11 −3.54 −6.98 −5.03 −4.39 −3.97

a 0.69 −0.49 2.10 1.05 −0.51 0.27 0.53
EA b 0.66 −0.52 2.06 1.05 −0.55 0.24 0.50

c 0.44 −0.74 1.84 0.80 −0.77 0.02 0.28
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Table 2. Cont.

Regions/GIA ICE6G ICE5G WANG W12a Geruo13 IJ05R2 Paulson

a 2.32 −2.24 3.00 2.38 −2.17 0.66 1.61
FRIS b 2.52 −2.04 3.20 2.58 −1.97 0.87 1.82

c 1.20 −3.36 1.88 1.26 −3.29 −0.45 0.50

Table 3. The weighted root mean square (WRMS) residuals in the North Antarctic Peninsula (NAP),
South Antarctic Peninsula (SAP), Amundsen Sea Embayment (ASE), Margins of the Ross Ice Shelf
(ROSS) and Filcher–Ronne Ice Shelf (FRIS), and East Antarctica (EA) (a is the raw GPS with elastic
correction corrected, b is conducted by ICA with elastic correction corrected, c is conducted by ICA
and AIC with elastic correction corrected).

Regions/GIA ICE6G ICE5G WANG W12a Geruo13 IJ05R2 Paulson

a 4.00 5.68 4.27 4.90 5.57 5.14 4.68
Antarctica b 4.03 5.99 4.45 5.14 5.88 5.40 4.94

c 3.73 3.93 4.05 3.72 3.84 3.45 3.37

a 1.58 2.16 2.93 3.41 2.11 1.50 1.88
ROSS b 1.59 2.14 2.96 3.33 2.09 1.54 1.94

c 1.51 2.12 2.84 3.19 2.08 1.76 1.88

a 6.56 9.65 4.55 7.28 9.40 8.64 7.33
NAP b 6.89 9.99 4.78 7.60 9.74 8.98 7.65

c 3.82 6.01 4.35 4.21 5.79 5.13 4.25

a 3.15 3.43 5.60 4.08 3.38 2.56 3.62
SAP b 2.96 3.44 5.36 4.17 3.39 2.42 3.41

c 3.22 3.41 4.20 4.47 3.35 1.75 2.32

a 5.67 8.78 7.65 6.09 8.72 8.34 8.60
ASE b 5.69 8.41 7.34 5.95 8.34 8.00 8.23

c 5.72 5.76 7.75 5.25 8.70 8.42 8.57

a 1.43 1.87 2.74 1.77 1.83 1.67 1.79
EA b 1.46 1.87 2.76 1.76 1.84 1.64 1.79

c 2.27 3.19 3.03 2.77 3.11 3.10 2.87

a 2.53 3.10 4.91 2.95 3.04 2.33 3.01
FRIS b 2.72 2.94 5.00 3.12 2.89 2.41 3.09

c 1.63 3.82 4.50 2.18 3.75 1.60 2.72

Table 2 shows the WMs for all of Antarctica and the subregions. From Table 2, we
can see that all GIA-predicted velocities have significant differences with GPS-observed
velocity (a). After applying the ICA filter (b), the difference is changed slightly; for most GIA
models, the difference is reduced, maybe because the original system deviation becomes
smaller after ICA filtering. With further applied noise models (c), almost all differences are
reduced significantly, which means that the consistency between GIA-predicted velocity
and GPS-observed velocity has been further improved. We can also conclude that the
change of GPS velocity is mainly due to the application of noise models.

Table 3 shows the WRMSs for all of Antarctica and the subregions. The WRMSs for
most of GIA models are reduced, which means that the raw GPS velocities are affected by
local effects or errors and which is depressed after applying the ICA filter and noise analysis.

Figure 7 shows the summary statistics of the WM and WRMS and the median values
of the residuals (GPS velocities after applying the ICA filter and the ONM- and GIA model-
predicted velocities). The WM of the GPS velocities and WANG model is 1.39 mm yr−1,
which indicates that the velocities predicted by WANG are systematically larger than
the GPS-observed velocities. The WMs of the other 6 GIA models range from −0.09 to
−2.0 mm yr−1, which means that the GIA model-predicted velocities are systematically
smaller than the GPS-observed velocities. WANG has the maximum median and WM
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values, while those of ICE-6G and W12a are relatively small, which indicates that these two
models are unbiased with respect to the GPS velocities. ICE-6G has the minimum WRMS,
which we infer to be because ICE-6G employs GPS data as a constraint [13].
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4. Discussion

To evaluate the applicability of the GIA models in Antarctica, the estimated velocities
and observed vertical velocities from an independent set of 79 GPS stations were compared.
Figure 8 shows the discrepancies between the GIA velocities and GPS uplift rates at each
GPS site. Next, we performed a regional analysis and interpret the GIA uplift rates.

Amundsen Sea Embayment (ASE): The ASE is undergoing considerable ice mass
loss, and the contributions from GIA and the upper mantle have significant effects on the
gravity-derived ice mass variation estimates and ice sheet stability, respectively. Comparing
the differences between the GIA models and GPS velocity results (after elastic corrections)
reveals that important differences still remain in West Antarctica, especially for the ASE
and North Antarctic Peninsula. Figure 8 shows the differences between the GPS and GIA
velocities at each GPS site, indicating that the worst match occurs in the ASE. ICE-6G has a
maximum uplift velocity of approximately 7 mm yr−1, has an intermediate upper mantle
value among the GIA models and predicts the largest present-day uplift velocity in the
ASE [49], followed by W12a, which has an uplift velocity of approximately 5 mm yr−1,
whereas the other models predict uplift velocities within 2 mm yr−1. Zhang et al. (2017)
revealed that the ASE region has experienced the most significant ice mass loss and most
significant elastic vertical crustal deformation in Antarctica [51].
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Ross Ice Shelf (ROSS): The GIA models slightly overestimate GIA velocities on the
ROSS. King et al. (2012) showed that the GIA signal on the ROSS should be close to zero
by examining GRACE data [56]. The GRACE signal should be dominated by GIA signals
and small ocean mass changes. Nield et al. (2016) predicted that the uplift velocity across
the Siple Coast is more than 4 yr mm−1 and reported small GIA vertical velocities over the
ROSS and Siple Coast only when the upper mantle viscosity was 0.5–1.0 × 1020 Pa·s [57],
which is compatible with the findings of King et al. (2012), who also showed that Late
Holocene ice loading changes may have a dominant influence on the ongoing uplift of this
region. In our study, the GPS velocities on the ROSS ranged from −2.3 to 7.0 mm yr−1, and
the mean velocity is approximately 0.7 mm yr−1.

Antarctic Peninsula (AP): The GPS vertical velocities in the AP are generally larger
than the predictions of all GIA models. This study’s uplift estimate at station FONP is
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11.9 mm yr−1, while the mean GIA prediction is 2.0 mm yr−1. One possible cause for
such a difference is the crustal elastic response to modern ice mass changes. The Prince
Gustav Ice Shelf and Larsen-A Ice Shelf collapsed in 1995. In addition, the neighboring
Larsen-B Ice Shelf, which partially collapsed in 2002, is quickly weakening and is likely to
completely disintegrate before the end of the decade. This is particularly relevant because
ice shelves regulate the flow of glaciers from Antarctica toward the ocean [32]. The GPS
vertical velocities on the North Antarctic Peninsula are generally larger than those on the
South Antarctic Peninsula, which is in agreement with the findings of [58], indicating a
moderately low upper mantle viscosity beneath the South Antarctic Peninsula, although it
is not as low as that beneath the North Antarctic Peninsula. Nield et al. (2014) found the
upper mantle viscosities of between 6 × 1017 and 2 × 1018 Pa·s beneath the North Antarctic
Peninsula [31] (same as [59]); their results show that the lithospheric thickness and upper
mantle viscosity are much lower than those in previous studies.

Filchner–Ronne Ice Shelf (FRIS): The FRIS is near the Weddell Sea Embayment; the
crustal and lithospheric thickness transitions between East Antarctica and West Antarctica
and the mantle viscosity is moderate [54,60]. The mean GPS uplift velocity is 4.9 mm yr−1.
The GPS and GIA model results agree overall; thus, we postulated that the uplift in this ice
shelf is mainly caused by the GIA in this region, which agrees with the findings of [13,32].

East Antarctica (EA): The GPS vertical velocities along the coast of EA range from
approximately −4.9 to 3.6 mm yr−1 and are smaller than those in West Antarctica. The GIA
model velocities agree with the GPS velocities, but the uplift velocities are underestimated
by most GIA models from 0.33 to 1.71 mm yr−1. The basement of EA is an ancient craton,
and the geological structure is stable; thus, no significant geological activity occurs in this
region. The vertical movements along the coast of EA are all nonsignificant, showing that
the effects of GIA or recent ice and snow accumulations are small. GRACE gravity data
from 2009–2013 show that the coast of Queen Maud Land in EA accumulated ice and
snow at a rate of 150 Gt yr−1 [13]. Precipitation data from 2009–2012 also reflect rapid
accumulation, but the accumulation during 1980–2008 was approximately zero, indicating
that the recent accumulation of ice and snow is anomalous and represents interannual
variations [61]. Overall, there is no significant geological activity in EA, and the effects of
GIA and ice mass loading are small in this region.

5. Conclusions

High-precision global positioning system (GPS) data are effective for studying regional
crustal displacements, the regional crustal displacements in Antarctica have important
value as a reference for understanding the evolution of global plate tectonics as well as for
creating and maintaining reference frames and monitoring the dynamics of ice and snow
in polar regions. For the subregions of Antarctica with complex terrain, we removed the
common mode errors (CMEs) of the residual GPS time series by applying independent
component analysis (ICA) filters to the time series recorded at 79 GPS stations across
Antarctica; then, the Akaike information criterion (AIC) was used to determine the optimal
noise model (ONM). Finally, we used high-precision GPS data to assess the seven glacial
isostatic adjustment (GIA) models. The results are as follows:

1. After applying an AIC noise analysis and ICA filtering, the maximum GPS velocity
difference is up to 4.0 mm yr−1, the mean difference is 0.4 mm yr−1, and the velocity
differences at 30% (24) of the stations are greater than ±0.4 mm yr−1.

2. After applying ICA filtering and noise analysis, the weighted means of the residuals
between most of the GIA model-predicted and GPS-observed uplift velocities decrease
in most regions. On the Filchner–Ronne Ice Shelf, the GPS-observed velocities and
the GIA model-predicted velocities are consistent. In East Antarctica, vertical motions
are nonsignificant, and GIA and ice loading have small impacts on this area.

3. For all 79 stations, the weight root mean squares are reduced, which means that the
raw GPS velocities are affected by local effects. After applying the ICA filter and
noise analysis, the local effects are depressed, and in the regions with relatively good
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consistency between the GPS-observed velocities and GIA model-predicted velocities,
the consistency improves.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/rs14051070/s1, Figure S1: The PA test results of the ICs (the left
panel shows the results without colored noise, and the right panel shows the results with colored
noise; the blue line is the GPS data, and the black and red lines are the maximum and minimum values
of the simulation results, respectively); Figure S2: The residual time series (left) and raw time series
(right) at station GMEZ before and after regional filtering by performing ICA (the blue lines are the
raw time series, and the orange lines are the filtered time series); Table S1: GIA models information.
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